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SPRING 2016 | ISSUE 1 STUDENT TECHNOLOGY SERVICES In this Issue:
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Remote Printing Comes to Fordham Wireless Charging at Starbucks The Danger of Hoverboards Augmented Reality Earbuds
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APPLY for a Job with Fordham IT Tesla’s Powerwall Advances in Artificial Intelligence Apple Faces Criticism with Error 53
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Fordham IT Proudly Introduces



REMOTE PRINTING AN IMPROVED METHOD OF PRINTING ON CAMPUS by: RTC Katie Quinlisk Fordham’s new remote print feature, debuting this Spring, is changing the on-campus printing game. No more downloading servers, emailing to library computers, or USB drives full of files—Fordham is cutting out the middleman. With Remote Printing, students will be given two options to print on campus. Students can: 1. Visit remoteprint.fordham.edu and customize their order (e.g., printing in color, front and back, etc.) 2. Email documents as attachments to [email protected] for black-and-white printing Remote printing has been tested by students with great success; students agree that printing directly from their laptops, smart phones, and tablets makes printing on campus much more efficient. Though students still need to add money to their accounts in the library, this remote printing feature undoubtedly makes the printing process significantly less complicated. Aren’t convinced? Let’s look at the numbers. Let’s say that students print an average of 3 documents per week, 12 documents per month, 48 documents per semester, 96 documents per year, totaling a whopping 384 documents during their four years at Fordham. Logging into a library computer and opening an emailed document or flash drive takes about 4 minutes. If a student does this for every document he or she needs to print, how much time will this student waste? 25.6 hours, just over 1 day. Since time on campus is precious, save an entire day by using remote printing.



WIRELESS CHARGING AT STARBUCKS! by: RTC Christian Dopico Starbucks has done it again. The Seattle-based coffee shop chain has come up with something new for its loyal customers: wireless charging. With help from a company called Powermat Technologies, Starbucks will install multiple charging stations in each of its stores where customers can charge their phones and other mobile electronics for free and with no hassle. Customers do so by borrowing an Apple and Android compatible plug-in that connects to their device’s charging port. Placing the device near the charging station charges the device! Amazing! Starbucks has launched a test of this program; it’s currently available in the UK and certain parts of California. However, they plan to go worldwide very soon.
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AUGMENTED REALITY EARBUDS ENHANCING THE EVERYDAY AUDITORY EXPERIENCE WITH TECHNOLOGY by: RTC Brigid Cruser Tired of listening to crying babies on airplanes? Do you wish there was some way your ears could turn up the volume of a good street musician as you walk the streets? Luckily for you, Augmented Reality Earbuds are no longer a thing of the future! AR Earbuds can optimize your daily auditory experience. Functions range from turning a small room into an enormous concert hall to modifying the treble and bass of your favorite song. Developed by Here, these earbuds started shipping to stores this month after a successful Kickstarter campaign. The product costs $250, but don’t get your hopes up for receiving one as a birthday present. There is currently a waitlist of over 25,000 customers waiting to purchase the device. Initial reviews have been overwhelmingly positive, and critics believe that AR earbuds will soon replace the ordinary earbuds of today.



Interested in technology? APPLY for a job with Fordham IT! Applications are now being accepted for IT Team, internships, and hourly positions. To apply, visit: fordham.edu/ITJobOpportunities



KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR FORDHAM RTCS Twitter Blog Website Facebook



@FordhamRTC Fordhamrtc.blogspot.com fordham.edu/RTC facebook.com/fordham.rtc



THE HAZARDS OF HOVERBOARDS BANNED ON CAMPUS FOR SAFETY CONCERNS by: RTC Amirah Brown We have all heard about the fun and excitement of riding a hoverboard. It is an easy way to get around and also very stylish. However, what we don’t know is that they can in fact be very dangerous. The first hoverboards made by USbased companies were durable and safe for riders. However, due to their rise in popularity, companies attempting to remake the boards have popped up around the world. Missing key safety features and malfunctions in their manufacturing have caused hoverboards to become more of a hazard than an enjoyment. There have been multiple incidents of boards exploding in homes causing massive house fires. Also, there tends to be a glitch in the motherboard of the board, causing people to fall and get injured. Many major cities, including NYC, have banned the boards from sidewalks and roads. To ensure student safety, Fordham University has banned hoverboards from campus roads and all residence halls on campus. Surprisingly, what we all once thought was the future of transportation was simply a trend that has passed.
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Google Revamps its ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COMPETING IN THE ‘GO’ WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS by: RTC Tyra Trinidad Since 1954, Google has been testing the strength of its artificial intelligence (AI) by pinning it against humans in games like tic-tac-toe and chess. After each time an AI machine defeats its human opponent, developers move on to the next, more complicated game. This past February marks the 20th anniversary of IBM’s AI Deep Blue besting its opponent, world champion Garry Kasparov, in a game of chess. Google has set its sights even higher with their AI AlphaGo, created to play the Chinese board game ‘Go’. In it, players take turns placing black and white stones on a 19x19 grid, trying to capture the other’s stones by surrounding them. Go is significantly more complicated than the average game of chess; it has a googol (10100) times more possible piece advancement options. AlphaGo won five consecutive games against the European Go Champion Fan Hui in a private match back in October. AlphaGo is set to go against Lee Sedol, one of the highest-ranking players worldwide, in another five-game match between March 9 and March 15. The showdown will be live-streamed via Youtube from Seoul, South Korea and the winner will take home $1 million.



APPLE’S ‘ERROR 53’



THE TESLA POWERWALL



WHAT WAS IT AND HOW DID THEY FIX IT?



A GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE OF ENERGY



by: RTC Daniel Nasta Apple Inc. saw a lot of hubbub in mid-February due to the security restrictions behind ‘Error 53’. Essentially, Error 53 was an error message that popped up on iPhone 6 and 6S’s whose home buttons were fixed by third party repairpersons. During repair, a break in connection between the phone’s motherboard and TouchID fingerprint scanner initiated Error 53. The error message would lock down the device, effectively ‘bricking’ the phone. Consumers were outraged to find their phones no longer working due to this over-the-top security measure on Apple’s behalf. The argument was that the existence of Error 53 was anti-consumer and anti-competitive (as it gave smaller shops a huge disadvantage in the iPhone repair industry).



by: RTC Liam Paris



Elon Musk, co-founder and CEO of Tesla Motors, is continuing the company’s trend of cutting-edge and eco-friendly designs with his latest product, the Tesla Powerwall. Essentially a backpack sized battery that is mounted on a home’s wall, the Powerwall will allow homeowners to store energy gathered by solar panels and wind turbines. The demand for home-batteries might seem trivial, but the need for one will soon show itself as new ecofriendly power generators are becoming commonplace. With the Powerwall, renewableenergy users will be able to store electricity and use it when the sun's not shining and the wind's not blowing. A concept like this is really powerful. Ushering in this new technology means lowering our dependency on non-renewable energy resources and shying away from the tradition power grid system. Unfortunately, it will probably be awhile before solar and wind energy become household items. Combine that issue with the Powerwall’s price tag ($7,000) and one can say that Tesla may be a little ahead of its time with this product.



This problem pained new iPhone owners for months leading up to an unexpected act of humility on February 18, when Apple changed their minds and apologized for the error. Apple issued update iOS 9.2.1 to restore the bricked phones and offered refunds for all those who paid out of pocket for Apple to remedy the issue. Now iPhones with a disrupted TouchID connection can be brought to the Apple Store to have their errors lifted and their TouchIDs disabled. All in all, things are back to normal for iPhone users, but Apple has shown some unusual flexibility in willingness to admit their problems.
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